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AMOAQ Presidents Report - March 2022.
Although Covid restrictions have been
eased, it seems when one handicap is
reduced others materialize. Recent flooding
has hampered business recovery in QLD,
alot of equipment was lost along with
damage to business venues, stock and
vehicles etc. On top of that, the Russian
Invasion of Ukraine has the flow on effect
increasing the international fuel price
approx 30% along with higher transport
costs, more expensive equipment that many
operators will need to replace along with
numerous other business stock items. Food
prices are also rising rapidly. The federal
Government announced in the budget a
number of relief measures for people and
businesses. Fuel tax will be lowered 22
cents per litre at the bowser for the next 6
months. This price relief will certainly
benefit most of us especially operators with
street locations. There are numerous other
Federal Budget measures being
implemented so be sure to look them over
as they could benefit you and/or your
business.
Despite these issues, many businesses in
our industry reported an improvement in

patronage and income over the 2021-2022
Christmas new year period. Things have
definitely improved but not yet to a level
anywhere near pre-Covid times. Recent
reports in 2022 indicate things have tapered
off which is normal for the Amusement
Industry as the first quarter of the calendar
year is our quietest trading period. Of course
when you add in the huge impact from the
Ukrainian invasion, things are likely to
become more difficult in the near future.
Some well established, well known
Australian amusement businesses including
those with very good management and
healthy financial resources are struggling.
While optimism remains there has been
virtually no growth or expansion in of late, in
fact closures have occurred in recent months
due to Covid and other major recent events
and disasters. Despite all this recovery
efforts continue.
The AMOAQ and NAMOA initiative to
amalgamate into one national association at
the 30 November 2021 NAMAO annual
general meeting was aborted just a few days
prior. An arbitrary decision was made to
postpone the November NAMOA AGM until
28 February 2022 but that was also
postponed. At the time of writing (30 March

EDITORIAL
March 2022
IT'S HAPPY HOUR FOR ICE COLD BEER
Since the start of the rise of the Barcade
in the last decade or so original units of
1983's Taito Ice Cold Beer mechanical
arcade game have become increasingly
desirable. It seemed that this was an
essential piece to have on the floor if you
were getting in on the arcade and beer
action, indeed both of the Barcade's in my

town of Brisbane had one on opening. A
beer themed game with the payout feature
of winning a free drink if completed makes
ICB ideal for any pub site, and the
attraction of a mechanical rather than
screen based game in this environment is
undeniable. Unfortunately the wear on
almost 40 year old components in the
originals meant many examples were
unviable and ended up at the dump. Those
that did survive changed hands for crazy
amounts even though they were basically
troublesome antiques.
Enter MC Global Games who are here with
the solution for your location - a brand
new modern take on the classic Ice Cold
Beer pub game. Use the joysticks to
control the bar motors (operator
adjustable) which moves the ball up the

2022) no new date for the NAMOA AGM has
been announced. The next AMOAQ meeting
will be held soon (date to be announced). I
invite each and everyone one of you to
attend the AMOAQ meeting so keep an eye
out for that announcement.
Lastly and more importantly, spare a
thought for the millions of Ukrainian
victims. Our tough times here in Australia
don't even compare to the misery and
sorrow in Ukraine. Here in Australia, we all
have food, water and shelter and we are not
living with the daily threat of being killed.
Consider making a donation to established
organizations with a Ukraine aid program
like The Red Cross, Unicef, World Vision or
the World Food Program. Each of us can
afford to contribute something to help the
Ukrainian people, I have.
Wishing you all success in life and business
for the remainder of 2022.
Mark Schneider.
President AMOAQ.

playfield. If the final target hole is hit
the onboard thermal printer then
provides your players with a payout
ticket to claim their prize. A ticket
dispenser can also be easily fitted
instead.
For the more family orientated locations
MC Global Games have you covered,
there are Golf or Tenpin Bowling
variations available as there was with
the original Taito game, the PG variant
called Zeke's Peak. A stripped down Man
Cave version is also available for home
use. Please turn to page 17 and check
out MC Global Games page in this issue.
Here's cheers to many Happy Hours with
ICB at your location!
by Ed Partridge,
Editor of The Collector
Email: ed@pinball.com.au
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For further information please contact
Leo Censori on
0411 867000 or email:
leo@cashbox.com.au

BRAND NEW CRANE MACHNES
Fantasy Castle 34 priced at $2800 with
SP Coin Mech and Bill Acceptor fitted.
Also available in larger sizes. Perfect for
plush and balls with no claw change.This
machine is 34" wide. Dimensions:90W x
86D x 192H
A further 10% discount for orders of 5
units or more

Prize Castle 31 priced at $2600 with SP
Coin Mech and Bill Acceptor fitted. Also
available in size up to 168cm Wide.
Perfect for plush and balls with no claw
change. This machine is 34" wide. Dimensions:90W x 86D x 192H
A further 10% discount for orders of 5
units or more

SPECIAL OFFERS
RHODE ISLAND NOVELTY
DUCKS
$0.50 each. Gst Inclusive
90 IN THE SERIES MOQ
500 PCS

GO GO PONY LINKED PAIR
FULLY RECONDITIONED,
ELECTRONIC COIN
MECHS.
LOCATION READY PRICE
$2250 EACH
GST INCLUSIVE

ALL PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE GST
REDEMPTION MACHINES

new and used call for our latest listing

AMUSEMENT MACHINES

new and used call for our latest listing

CRANE MACHINES

lowest price on dozens of reconditioned cranes. CALL

KIDDIE RIDES USED

call for our latest listing
Hockey bats $6.50, Pucks $2.70, Whacker Mallets $16

CONSUMABLES

MONITORS

Redemption Tickets with your logo $100 for boxes of 60,000.
Benchmark Printer Rolls $5.95, Wheels, Adjusters and more..
Crane machine claws, coils, gears etc
New and used CRTs most sizes,
Buckhunter 31K New $690. LCD commercial grade monitors
most sizes available

POWER SUPPLIES

All power supplies to suit Cranes, Videos & Daytona

MANY OTHER PARTS

Just call or email your needs

BALLS

Mini AFL Footballs $5.50, Mini Basketballs $4, Mini Soccer $4
Many other larger sizes. CALL

NOVELTIES

Over 800 novelties and toys. Ask for our USB catalogue.

KIDS LASER SHOOTING
GAMES.
COMES COMPLETE WITH
BENCH SEAT.
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING GAMES:
DINO ADVENTURE
ZOMBY WARS
RAIDERS OF THE LOST
ARK

PERFECT FOR KIDS
PLAYCENTRES AND
PLAYROOMS
PRICE $2550 GST
INCLUSIVE

We arrange freight to anywhere in Australia
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President’s message NAMOA 2022
Hello fellow members and industry
suppliers, it’s been a while since I have put
pen to paper for a president’s report with
everything that has happened throughout
this pandemic and with all that’s been
happening around the world and here in
Australia it’s been a really tough few years
for us all and our communities.
As the pandemic has affected our world and
with really no signs of letting up globally,
we can only hope one day soon it will settle
down so we all can get back to getting on
with a normal level of business, but it’s been
a challenging few years with other events
such as the floods have been another
disaster for many people including our
industry too. I'm sure all our industry has
our thoughts with many of you that have
been affected during this time and
hopefully things will come out better on the
other side of these events.
There have been so many things happening
it makes you wonder when it’s going to end.
I have spoken to so many people over the
past few years and their feedback is that
they all have had issues with shopping
centres rents, also with staff as well,
whether they are sick or just leave because
of risk from the pandemic.
From lock downs for months to no staff
available to work, to close contacts with
families, to staff not wanting to work at all
because the government was paying them
so much money when most of them never
earned anywhere near that figure during
their shifts.

This makes things so hard for employers to
get moving again and with landlords
wanting you to pay back rentals when we all
were mandatory closed via government
direction, such an unfair mandate to
everyone in our industry and in the
meantime all of members that have FEC
Retail Stores their rental payments go up
instead of going down.
Well, lets hope things improve and we would
really like your stories or feedback to be told,
just let us know as we are here to have a chat
if need be or to give some advice to anyone.
Our external advice to members is it always
helps to have a chat and maybe it's not
physical help we can supply but an ear and a
chat is available anytime as mental health is
on the rise and it is very important to discuss
these issues ether with a professional or just
your family or mates. Mental health can’t be
seen by others, so feel free to contact one of
the board or myself if you feel the need to
reach out and don’t be freighted as so many
people are in the same boat.
On a positive note, things since the masks
have gone in most states there are good
signs that our economy are coming back to a
reasonable point.
People seem to be getting on with life and
are looking like we all may have a good
holidays trade over easter and beyond, let’s
hope this is so and now with the
international trade shows starting to come
back, industry suppliers are showing some
new products, and this will also help with
getting customers back in the door.
As an industry we really need to point out

that we all need to dig deep as Operators
and help our industry suppliers as it’s also
been very hard for them as well and without
the Australian industry suppliers of getting
parts and games is very tough and we don’t
want to see them close up due to the fact
that our industry is not supporting them
-that would be a sad day indeed.
If we collectively start to work together,
then this would be the way forward for our
industry and supporting each other helps
us all work for the common goal of making
money by filling our cashboxes.
In another note I have had many of our
members putting Paypass on their
equipment and would encourage you all by
putting Paypass units on you outside
locations machines and on your change
machines. Paypass has moved forward so
much with covid and it really bought
tapping ahead 5 years. The percentage of
the tap is up to 70% of the takings now, so
well worth the trouble for the future. There
are various companies out there so check
them out as this also saves on coin jams
and collections, and I’m sure we all love
that idea.
Since our revamp of NAMOA back in 2017
the board have been looking at ways as per
our external advice of cutting layers to
streamline NAMOA, as to roll all State
Associations into one Main Body NAMOA of
what could truly be a much better
representation of state representations. We
have had to change the articles of
association to reflect the future now, by
adding zoom meetings and email voting etc
to bring it all into the 2020’s. This has been
now done and as an industry now to move
forward, all we need to do is have a meeting
and then an AGM to move it over. This will
be the best way moving forward for our
industry in streamline NAMOA and to
future fight any legislation that
governments may enforce onto our
industry.
Until next edition, may all
your businesses prosper.
Best Regards
Tony Argery

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

Lloyds

AUCTIONEERS

AND

VALUERS

Looking to SELL your Pinball or Arcade Machine?

PINBALLS | ARCADE GAMES | SIMULATORS | VIRTUAL REALITY PODS

QLD | NSW | VIC | TAS | SA | WA | NT

CALL 1800 456 588

www.lloydsauctions.com.au

AS SEEN ON
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BARRY OURSLER'S
PINBALL JOURNEY

Defender, Time Fantasy and the sit
down head to head table top Joust are
four amazing Barry games but you
won't often see them in the wild as
they were only made in numbers from
1000 to as low as a few hundred. By
the time Star Light (basically a narrow
body Laser Ball) was produced in
1984 the production number was
down to 100.

by Ed Partridge, March 2022

The Collector sadly reports that
Pinball designer Barry Oursler passed
away on February 22 2022 at the age
of 70 after a long battle with illness.
Barry started working at the Williams'
pinball machine factory straight out
of school in the early 70's where he
initially cut his teeth in factory
production roles and then after a time
was given a start by manager Steve
Kordek as a game designer.
After spending 30 years at Williams
they closed the factory and it is a
great pity that no other Barry games
were released in his lifetime. Let's run
through his titles (according to
IPDB.org) and see how he went in his
long career.
We start in 1978 with Phoenix, his
initial title a solid first effort. Then we
move on to Time Warp a better game
than his first, notable for it's banana
flippers (management, not Barry's
idea). It was thought the curved
flippers appealed to women who liked
the ball control they offered.
Following this Barry's third game was
Gorgar, the first pinball machine to
feature speech which was a breakout
smash at 14000 units, the biggest
seller of Barry's career. After this
came two widebody games Laser Ball
and Scorpion. These two came before
the success of Williams stablemate
Steve Ritchie's Black Knight after

which Barry was tasked with another
two level game to follow. He produced
the captivating fully featured Jungle
Lord which I actually prefer to Black
Knight (sorry Steve!).
In the second half of 1981 we have
Solar Ride another two level game
which is widely considered his best
game design and is highly sought
after by collectors today due to it's
low production number of 782. Barry
thought it was pretty good too but he
did wish it had speech. He then
collaborated with industry guru Roger
Sharpe and the famous New York
operator Steve Epstein to produce the
striking Barracorra. This was the first
of Barry's collaborations – which he
continued to do throughout the years,
where he was highly sought after for
his skill in laying out a playfield he
was such an expert by this time at
that. Barry was not a standout at art
or themes but gee he could do a great
layout and he used this to his
advantage throughout his career.
We are now entering a tough time for
the industry 1982 was the start of a
big decline in production numbers to
the point where the Williams factory
almost closed. Cosmic Gunfight,

Something had to be done to turn it
around – cue Barry with “the game
that saved pinball” - Space Shuttle.
Barry managed to tap into the public's
fascination at this time with the NASA
space program by putting a toy model
of the Space Shuttle in the game, one
of the first toys to ever grace a
playfield.
Next in his first of many joint ventures
with fellow designer and artist
extraordinaire Python Anghelo the
next game Comet was another big hit,
even topping the 7000 units of Space
Shuttle to reach 8100 units. The
amusement park/roller coaster theme
was revisited again in 1988 with
Cyclone and a third time in 1991 with
Hurricane. Python and Barry were a
great team throughout this period at
Williams. Following Comet came
Grand Lizard for which Paul Faris had
done the original backglass, however
due to the introduction of the alpha
numeric display Python needed to
come up with something quickly and
gave us the production glass, one of
my favourites. Python and Barry then
created the smash hit PIN-BOT which
came in at 12001 units and formed
the first part of the futuristic trilogy
with Bride of Pinbot (not a Barry
game) and 1995's Jackbot.
Fire! was Barry's next game, the idea
was to make a game that was aimed
more at a more grown up audience he
came up with the historical theme of
the great Chicago fire of 1871. A
Champagne Edition of this game was
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also produced to be seen only at the
finest establishments. A Premium/LE
- predating Stern by 25 years!
Next up was Space Station, a return to
the themes of space travel with which
he'd had such success on Space
Shuttle. Then 1988's Jokerz! was a
return to working with Python again,
they then teamed up for Police Force
(originally slated to be Batman but the
licence went to Data East) and the
ultra collectable Bad Cats. Williams
then instructed Barry to come up with
a response to Gottlieb' new low cost
“Street Level” games with a low bill of
materials and he produced Harley
Davidson, making full use of the great
licence.
There was a big breakthrough in
Pinball technology at this point with
the implementation of the Dot Matrix
Display across all manufacturers.
After the previously mentioned
Hurricane Barry's second DMD game
was one of his best – Dr Who.
Although not seen on US TV screens,
Dr Who was a favourite show of
Barry's and his passion shines through
in this homage to The Doctor across
the history of the program. The
prototype of the game even included a
rotating Dalek topper which sadly was
removed by management to reduce
costs in production.

Another hit followed for Barry in Bram
Stokers Dracula, he really was at the
top of his game by this point. Popeye
Saves the Earth came next, a tour de
force from the wacky mind of Python
Anghelo. This is one Barry later
distanced himself from at least as far
as the theme and concept go but it
really is a fun layout.
To revisit the dormant franchise of
Dirty Harry next was Barry's idea and
it's one of his top games. It even
features Clint Eastwood voice callouts
which the Hollywood superstar
graciously agreed to record while he
was busy shooting The Bridges of
Madison County.

You wouldn't imagine you could turn a
pinball game into a murder mystery
but Barry managed to do it to with
WHOdunnit – a non-licenced take on
the board game Cluedo. When he
made Junkyard in 1996 he didn't know
that it would be his last game which

saw prodution but he bowed out on a
high note with the wrecking ball toy
in the game being the centre of
attention.
After this Barry went on to work in
other roles within the amusement
industry at distributor Betson and
then later back to what he loved pinball - for aspiring pinball startups
such as Heighway and Deeproot and
most recently American Pinball
where he had a number of designs in
the works which may some day come
to light we hope. Rest In Peace
Barry Oursler and thanks for all the
great games, we'll miss you but your
games will live on!
You can donate to the Barry Oursler
memorial fund here
https://gofund.me/4e9f1677

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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WE WANT YOU!
If you are in the amusement machine
industry and you want:
 effective business support
 timely industry representation
 the right advice for your business
Then this is the most important information
you'll read all year.

WHY?
Because being a member of NAMOA means you
WON'T BE GOING IT ALONE IN YOUR BUSINESS.
NAMOA is the leading association in the Amusement
Machine Industry

SO HERE'S THE BOTTOM LINE
WITH NAMOA MEMBERSHIP
You receive 12 months membership, regular industry
update emails, quarterly Collector newsletter with the
latest industry information, access to business
education and compliance modules, technical support
information, staff development programs, association
events and more

MEMBER
BENEFITS

IN FACT, HERE'S JUST THE
TIP OF THE ICEBERG OF
WHAT YOU GET...
• improve your business skills and grow your business
• helping you to avoid the pitfalls and get the right advice at the
right time
• providing technical information
• provide you with solutions for the day to day challenges in this
industry
• safeguarding your business future with industry
representation
• know that you have taken a step towards having the best
support on your side, for your industry
• knowing that you are doing what the business needs you to do
• learning from your peers and sharing experiences that benefit
everybody

HERE'S HOW TO JOIN
So go ahead and click the link now and you'll be on your way to
enjoying all the benefits we've talked about here and more!
Let's get started right now!
TO JOIN GO TO WWW.NAMOA.COM.AU

You get all of this for only $275 Inc. GST.
Don't go it alone, learn from those who have
been there before you.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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STERN PINBALL
ONLINE
PLATFORM
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Escalera, the company famed for their
electrical stair-climbing dolly, were
showing a prototype electrical pinball
table lifter. It was fitted with their new
multi-directional wheel system which
allows it to be rolled across the floor in
any direction. It can also tip back so
you can make the game vertical, and it
mates with the stair-climber, meaning
you don’t have to remove the game
from the lifter before taking it up stairs.
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NEW TRAILER &
ART FOR ARCADE

NEW TRAILER
& ART FOR
ARCADE-ONLY
FIGHTING GAME,
DYNAMITE
BOMB
By Arcadeheroes.com
March 17 2022
If the title Dynamite Bomb!! doesn’t
sound familiar, that’s because it’s an
arcade exclusive title that’s been in
development for the exA-Arcadia. It
was first unveiled at IAAPA 2021 (with
the subtitle People of a Certain Town
but that appears to have been
removed) and today exA posted a
page for the game to their website.
Thanks to that page, we’ve got the
new artwork for it, which highlights
the fighters. It also mentions the
developers, Light Green 8, Gotcha
Gotcha Games and Team EXA-AM2.
After some searching, I don’t know
who Light Green 8 is as there doesn’t
appear to be a website for them (and
those three words are all fairly
generic) but Gotcha Gotcha Games
has a site where they develop tools
for game development. The game
look and style reminds me of Chaos
Code, with a few elements from Axel
City 2 thrown in.

sive content (usually an extra character or two, rebalanced fighting) while the
core games are available on consoles.
Also as a side note on exA-Arcadia, a correction and a quick piece of news: The
other day in the Amusement Expo preview I said that exA would be raising
prices but that only applies to Japan, where I had thought it would be across
the board. On the news, I mentioned that exA-Arcadia would be at ShooterFes
here in a few weeks, an event focused on shoot ’em ups in Japan but they will
also be attending DEAL over in Dubai. DEAL is taking place a bit earlier in the
year than usual – it’s often in May – but it will be taking place in just a couple
of weeks.

No firm release date has been set at
the moment, apart from it coming
this year. What do you think about
this game from the info posted?
Which of the exA-Arcadia fighters
released or revealed are you most
interested in so far? As mentioned at
the top, this one is going to be wholly
exclusive to the exA, while other
fighters on the platform have exclu-
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FILM & TV FIRST LOOK:
NEW SA DOCO “STILL STANDING”
FEATURES ADELAIDE’S LAST
STANDING ARCADE OWNERS
By Kelly Noble glamadelaide.com.au
March 17 2022

putting everything on the line to
help us relive our favourite
memories,” says Slater.
The film follows a number of local
arcade owners and operators,
including the founder of Game Room
Essentials Danny Daly, who takes us
behind the scenes in his fight to
keep his venue alive. It also features
many more one-on-one interviews,
including an exclusive tell-all with
SA’s godfather of amusement
venues, Frank Sebastyan (Founder of
Downtown and Magic Mountain).
“As storytellers, we wanted to show
all aspects of the industry as it
currently stands. From the new guys
on the block who are modernising
amusement venues to the original
operators who paved the way in the
80s and 90s, and still to this day,
play an integral part in keeping
these relics alive”, says Gilbertson.

We go to the arcades, play the games
and feel the nostalgia of the 80s and
90s, have a laugh and go home. But
how often do we stop and think
about how these iconic pinball and
arcade games got there?
Independent South Australian
documentary film, Still Standing,
shares the stories of Adelaide’s last
standing arcade owners, operators
and private collectors as they fight
against all odds to preserve the
nostalgia of the golden era.
Director and award-winning
cinematographer Brad Gilbertson
said the inspiration for the film came
from his search for the original
Mortal Kombat II arcade cabinet he
played in the early 90s at a Christie’s
Beach arcade.

“It wasn’t until I visited that same
bowling alley 25-odd years later with my
Dad that I wondered if these iconic
arcades from the 80s and 90s still
existed, and if so, where?”
Still Standing’s executive producer,
Caitlin Slater, said the documentary
plays heavily on the nostalgia of the 80s
and 90s and people’s desire to relive
some of their favourite memories.
“This isn’t a film about how these
arcades and pinball machines were made
because that’s been done. Instead, this is
a people-story about those who are

Still Standing is an independent
documentary film produced by
Adelaide’s BGVC Films and is
scheduled for release later this year.
Find out more about the Still
Standing documentary here:
Facebook:

www.facebook.com/StillStandingDoco

Instagram:

www.instagram.com/stillstandingdoco

Twitter:

twitter.com/stillstandingau

Website:

bgvc.com.au

“As a kid, I would frequently visit my
local bowling alley to play Mortal
Kombat II with my friends – this is
what sparked my life-long love for
video games,” says Gilbertson.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
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NEW

TICKET TRAIL

TICKET GAMES & MORE

SPECIALIZED IN AMUSEMENT GAMES WORLDWIDE
OFFERING A LARGE RANGE OF REDEMPTION & TICKET GAMES FOR THEME PARKS,
FECs, ARCADES, BOWLING CENTERS AND STREETOPS.

With over 60 years of experience.
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PRODUCTS ]\
GEN8 BATTLESUITS:

BOXBLASTER:

LASERFORCE will be
displaying its Gen8
aƩlesƵits at tŚe
AŵƵseŵent EǆpŽ
/nteƌnaƟŽnal tŚis yeaƌ͕ wŚiĐŚ
Śaǀe been in pƌŽdƵĐƟŽn
ĨŽƌ a nƵŵbeƌ ŽĨ yeaƌs nŽw͕
ĨŽllŽwing Žn ĨƌŽŵ its ŚƵgely
sƵĐĐessĨƵl Genϳ aƩlesƵits͘
Laserforce is pushing the
boundaries of what is
possible, the company said.
“Unique to us, our Gen8
aƩlesuits harness powerful
reverse-IR technology,
allowing interacƟon between
nearby players and devices
in a way never seen before
in the laser tag industry,” it
said. “Laserforce conƟnues
to develop new and exciƟng game types. In ϮϬϮϮ, our booths around the
world will be showing the incredible Gen8 uras, and new and exciƟng
game types that use this novel technology. Of course, all of these new
features are running on our most popular product, the world famous Gen8
InĮnity system. Laserforce͛s Gen8 is the top-of-the-line laser tag aƩlesuit,
featuring Įve inch chest screens with customisable logos, avatars, graphics
and bacŬgrounds. dhe Gen8 system also features InĮnity lighƟng that has
an intense spectrum of colours and illuminated vest fabric to match. Our
phasers sport a ϯ.ϱin screen that is interacƟve, easy to use, and immersive.”
then asŬed what maŬes the product unique, Laserforce said it oīers
the Įrst Ɵme a laser tag game exists where players͛ physical locaƟons are
tracŬed in the area, relaƟve to each other and to devices. On the operaƟons
side of the business, the Gen8 equipment can be fully integrated with POS
and debit card suppliers, such as Intercard, Embed and Semnox.

BENCHMARK Games will be maŬing its Įƌst entƌy intŽ tŚe ǀiƌtƵal ƌeality
gaming maƌŬet witŚ BŽǆBlasteƌ͕
wŚiĐŚ will be ĨeatƵƌed by ElaƵt
at tŚis yeaƌ͛s AmƵsement
EǆpŽ InteƌnaƟŽnal in Las
segas͕ hS͘ enchmark Games͛
RΘD team has engineered the
sR gaming cabinet, which will
be solely marketed to the amusements
industry. The machine is designed to be
unaƩended, which will allow operators to focus
eīorts elsewhere and allow the cabinet to passively
generate income. Credit cards, swiping and notes
can be used with BoxBlaster, as are the opƟons to
have the game use redempƟon Ɵckets, e-Ɵckets and
no Ɵckets at all. The game features a self-saniƟsing
headset, which acƟvates at the end of a playing
session. The headset and controllers will be drawn
into the gantry where a Us light will sanƟse
both before releasing them to be used again by
another patron. When asked what sets BoxBlaster
apart from other games, the company said͗ “The
presence of the cabinet is breathtaking; tall, deep
and brightly lit to draw the players͛ aƩenƟon from elsewhere
in the room.” It also moved to menƟon the cabinet͛s “massive” 84in LED
screen and the game͛s “fun, fast and comedic gameplay.” More products
will be on display at Elaut͛s booth, including TeamPlay, SurĮn Surfari, Space
Warp, Mega Blaster, Carnival Cups and Priǌe-O-MaƟc, all made by their
respecƟve manufacturers.

LASERFORCE

ANTEATER PICNIC PANIC:
SPREE

SPREE is tŽ ĨŽllŽwͲƵp its ŚƵgely pŽpƵlaƌ Aƌena ƌelease witŚ Anteateƌ
PiĐniĐ PaniĐ͕ a game tŚat enĐŽƵƌages stƌategy and teamwŽƌŬ as tŚe
playeƌ͛s aǀataƌ mƵst deĨend tŚeiƌ piĐniĐ tŚat is Ƶndeƌ aƩaĐŬ ĨƌŽm ǀengeĨƵl
ants͘ The company will have the game on display at the Amusement Expo
InternaƟonal in Las segas, US, this month, where it hopes all aƩendees
will get a chance to experience its newest game, as well as all the other
Ɵtles in the Spree Arena. “We are looking forward to meeƟng new clients
and catching up with our exisƟng clients,” the company said. Anteater
Picnic Panic is available in six-player and ϭϬ-player versions of the Spree
Arena, described as a “perfect addiƟon to the family-friendly game backlog,
including team-based interacƟon.” In addiƟon to the Anteater game, Spree
will also be showing oī seasonal versions of its games that will be released
throughout the year. The upcoming show will see an Easter ediƟon of the
Anteater game, among others, which has been developed with the idea of
keeping customers coming back for more.

BENCHMARK GAMES

ASPHALT 9:
LAI GAMES

IT is peƌŚaps nŽ sƵƌpƌise
LAI Games will be
taŬing its ŚƵgely
sƵĐĐessĨƵl AspŚalt
ϵ Legends AƌĐade
dƌiǀing simƵlaƟŽn
game tŽ tŚe AmƵsement
EǆpŽ InteƌnaƟŽnal in
Las segas͕ hS͕ tŚis
mŽntŚ. Described
as “the best racing
game of ϮϬϮϮ” by the
company itself, guests can
enjoy racing with supercars
from the world͛s most
exclusive manufacturers, such
as Porsche, Lamborghini, W Motors
and many others. “Players drive, boost
and perform stunts across dynamic real-life locaƟons in single or mulƟplayer
modes as they work their way to collecƟng all ϮϬ racing machines,” LAI
Games said. “A simple Facebook login allows guests to track their progress,
pick up where they leŌ oī and compete on global leaderboards for the
game. dhe ϱD Dy Simulator features a moƟon plaƞorm, dynamic wind jets,
premium hardware, HD video graphics and a 43in monitor.” A grand total
of ϮϬ world-famous supercars can be raced in four unique game modes,
on four incredible racetracks in San Francisco, the Caribbean, Cairo and
Shanghai, in Asphalt 9 Legends Arcade. When asked why it appeals, the
company simply provided direct quotes from happy customers. Eddie
Hamann, owner of Andreƫ Indoor <arƟng Θ Games, said͗ “dhe game has an
excellent presentaƟon and aƩracts players of all levels.” While Steve sach,
senior director of games operaƟons at owlero, said͗ “Asphalt 9 is doing
fantasƟc for us. It͛s great for all ages and it gets a lot of repeat play, due to
compeƟƟve acƟon.”
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JOIN OUR

GLOBAL FAMILY

ENJOY WORLD CLASS

EXPERTISE AND SERVICE
TAP AND PLAY
READER
iWAVE

THE ULTIMATE
READER
THE WORLD’S
#1 READER
iREADER ECLIPSE

i3

+1 (314)275-8066 | +1 (800)732-3770

sales@intercardinc.com

INDUSTRY’S
BEST VALUE
NANO ECLIPSE

intercardinc.com
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DIRECTORY

AUTUMNEDITION
WINTER
SPRING
EDITION
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GET YOUR A
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PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS!
Site/location Agreement
Books.

ADVERTISING RATES

(50 duplicate Agreements in a pad)
COST: $22.00
(Includes GST and Postage)

ANNUAL PRICES

New Members receive a
COMPLIMENTARY Book. To
save wastage, it has to be
requested).

HALF PAGE $440

Delivery Dockets

Delivery Dockets are used for
Record of Ownership. Title and
Commercials Terms.
Book is A5 - 50 pages in duplicate
Introductory Delivery Docket Book
$13.20 (includes GST, Postage and
Handling)
To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au
(Prices may change without notice)

FULL PAGE $880

REDEMPTION STICKERS
A lot of discussion has been had
regarding the quality/price of prizes
that are on offer in Prize Redemption
games and the feedback from
customers is that young children are
‘seduced’ into playing some
redemption games that have major
prizes of Playstation’s, mobile
phones. IPods etc.

QUARTER PAGE $220
(The above Prices include the GST).
Rates may change without notice.
To order - please e-mail:
ed@pinball.com.au

NAMOA has re-designed new
stickers which are reversed printed
and attached to the inside glass of
Prize Redemption games, according
to the value of the prize.
G Maximum Prize Value $20.00
PG Maximum Prize Value $50.00
M Maximum Prize Value $100.00
MA Maximum Prize Value $200.00
New members are entitled to 20
free stickers, but you must apply for
them. Please advise the combination
you require. Additional stickers can
be purchased by members at $1.10
each, which includes
GST, postage and handling.
To order your Stickers please
contact Juanita Keegan.
admin@namoa.com.au

VIDEO GAME MACHINE
LABELS
Labels are not available from
NAMOA. Go to the
Government Web Site
Machine Labels can be downloaded
from www.oflc.gov.au
(Classification Markings)

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

SUPPLIERS &
CONTACTS

AUTUMNEDITION
WINTER
SPRING
EDITION
EDITION

CASHBOX AMUSEMENTS
Members - is your business included
in these listings? If not - you are
missing out on other members
knowing what your business offers!

Importers of:

Your listing is also placed on the
NAMOA web site as well as here in
the printed Collector. Cost to you is
$80 plus GST for 1 year on the web,
including 4 Collector listings. PRO
RATA for the remaining issues this
year. Advertising rates may change
without notice.

- Quality Crane/Skill Testers
- Prize Redemption Machines
- Spare Parts
- Licenced Plush Toys
- New Containers Always Arriving
- Representing Manufacturers from
- China, Korea, Taiwan and USA
- Global Importers.

Email Juanita:
admin@namoa.com.au
with your paragraph and your
advertisement will be in the next
Issue and go straight onto the web
site. (in Microsoft Word, please)

Give us a call for your needs.

ONLY $80 (+ GST) for 4 Collector
Issues + listing on NAMOA web site
as a PREFERRED SUPPLIER

AMUSINC

Todd McDougall 0400 993 393
www.amusinc.com.au
E: coin_net@hotmail.com
A: 6 West Circuit Sunsine West
Victoria

CASHFLOW ENTERTAINMENT P/L
A.M.D. SYDNEY

Amusement Machine Distributors.
Australian Distributors for Stern
Pinball, Incredible Technologies, LAI
Games, ICE, Sam Billiards,
Benchmark, UNIS & Betsons.
Full range: new and used machines,
service and spare parts available.
Ph: 02 9700 9600.
Fax: 02 9669 1266.
www.amdcoinop.com
E: bcolbourne@amdcoinop.com

Designed to meet global market
expectations with CNC manufacturing.
Australian designed and
manufactured PCB’s and Software.
Cutting edge 3G SMS communication
systems. Producing a range of
Cranes, Redemption, Ticket and
Sports games. Balancing High
quality with Low prices.

Regular importers and suppliers of:
Ticket Redemption machines, Crane
Machines, Video Games, Hockey
Tables, Tickets and Tokens, LCD &
CRT Monitors, Redemption
Merchandise (over 800 items) and
too many parts to mention.
Ph Leo Censori: 04118678000
E: leo@cashbox.com.au

COIN OP SOLUTIONS
Exclusive distributor for Wu Mar
Harng/Paokai Electronic. Australian
Designed Cranes – A crane for every
Location. Toy Soldier, Maxi Claw,
Win Every time, Cool Age Chocolate
and Movie Stars. Glass All-round,
LCD Screens, security bars, bill
acceptors and many more options.
2 Year warranty on boards and
motors. Now available – plush mixes
20cm, 25cm, 30cm and 40cm
Michael Jarjoura
Ph: 03 9555 1409
www.coinopsolutions.com
E: mj@coinopsolutions.com

Ph: 0432 323 333
E: admin@cashflowgames.com.au
www.cashflowgames.com.au

HUNTER LEISURE
Hunter Leisure supply toys suitable
for crane & redemption machines.
Ph: 03 9287 9888
Contact: Sonia Rhind
E: soniar@hunterleisure.com.au
or cathyd@hunterleisure.com.au
www.hunterleisure.com.au
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PINBALL HAUS
Pinball Haus is one of Australia’s
premier pinball vendors.

IOOF INSURANCE BROKERS
Insurance Brokers Approved by
NAMOA
Proud Supporter for more than 10
years.
Same people with a change of
name from Shadforth
Fully underwritten by Australian
insurers. With the ability to seek
hard to place liability covers into
London and Asia if required.
Please contact either
Ian on 03 9605 9717
or 0433 664 989
ian.banning@ioof.com.au
Or Darren on 07 3031 1620
or 0418 751 986
darren.reilly@ioof.com.au

MICRO SYSTEM CONTROLS P/LTD
Designers and Suppliers of:
Australian Design Award winning
Microcoin QL, Microcoin SP,
GBA Note Acceptors
For sales and service enquiries,
please contact Robert Bird.
Ph:03 9646 6446
Fax: 03 9646 6447
E: sales@microcoin.com
W: www.microcoin.com

PENNY JUNCTION AUST. P/L
We are Australia’s largest bulk
vending wholesaler of all gumball
products, capsuled toys (25mm to
93mm), rubber bouncing balls
(27mm to 50mm) and mixed bulk
toys for stackers and similar
machines.
We are able to service everywhere in
Australia and our pricing will not be
beaten.
Tim Kerr 0418817554
UNIT 37
25-37 HUNTINGDALE ROAD
BURWOOD VICTORIA 3125
E: pennyjunction@bigpond.com
www.pennyjunction.com.au

ALL PINBALL
Specialists in Brisbane Australia for
Service & Repairs to Pinball &
Arcade Games. Experts for in Home
or Workshop Repairs & Service to
Electro Mechanical & Electronic
(Solid State) Pinball Machines +
Arcade Video Games. We Provide
Free Technical Advice, Just email or
Phone us (see details below).
Ph: Mark Schneider (07) 3901 5430
Ph: Ed Partridge 0422 050 190
E: ask@pinball.com.au
www.pinball.com.au

We offer an extensive range of
Pinball Parts, Leds, Balls, Silicone
Bands, Mods and Custom artwork.
We buy/sell machines, restore
machines and you can play more
than 20 top condition machines at
our location.
Coffee and non alcoholic drinks on
offer.
We ship our products world wide at
very competitive rates.
Babak Hadi 0403 464 636
https://pinballhaus.com/
E: pinballhaus@hotmail.com

REFLEX GAMES
Distributor of new & used arcade
games, including Win N Grin games,
together with other associated
products, including prize games,
ticket redemption games, plush
toys, NRL footballs, novelty toy prize
mixes & parts.
Register your surplus games on our
sales consignment list & we will
endeavour to sell them on your
behalf.
I have been distributing arcade
games since 1977, so there’s a little
bit of experience to draw upon, if
you ever need any advice.
If you require quality arcade games
at a competitive price, from a
distributor that doesn’t operate
arcade games in competition with
you, then we’re definitely worth a
call.
Contact; Steve Patan
Ph: 0414 660 069
E:reflex.games@outlook.com
www.reflexgames.com.au
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THOMPSON BILLIARDS
Manufacturers of Coin Tables and
Home Tables, as well as accessories.
35 years manufacturing experience
in the industry.
Shipping nationally from the Gold
Coast, Qld.
Phone: 07 5537 6922
Fax: 07 5529 1022
E: admin@thompsonbilliardtables.com.au

ZAX AMUSEMENTS
is Australia's largest supplier of coin
operated amusement equipment,
with exclusive rights to the world's
best brands and recommending only
the most successful and suitable
games, with the best ROI for the
operator.
We consult on every area of FEC
operation, offer the class leading
Intercard Debit Card system, and
supply spare parts, service, tickets,
tokens and everything to offer a
turnkey solution, and support
making your operation a success.
Located Port Melbourne
Victoria 3207
P: 03 9676 9190
Zak Athanasiadis
E: sales@zax.com.au
www.zax.com.au
DISCLAIMER
1. All expressions of opinion are
published on the basis that they are
not to be regarded as expressing the
official opinion of the publisher
unless expressly stated.

2. The publisher accepts no
responsibility whatsoever for the
accuracy of any of the opinions or
information or advertisements
contained in this publication and
readers should rely on their own
enquiries in making decisions
concerning their own interests. In
particular, no responsibility is
accepted for the quality of goods or
services supplied by advertisers or
for the accuracy of materials
submitted for reproduction. To the
extent permitted by law, the
publishers, their employees, agents
and contractors exclude all liability
(including liability and negligence)
to any person for any loss, damage,
cost or expense incurred or arising
as a result of material appearing in
this publication.

NAMOA STATE
REPRESENTATIVES
NEW SOUTH WALES
Ron Mroz – 0425 709 032
E: ron.mroz@teeg.com
VICTORIA
Zak Athanasiadis – 03 9676 9190
E: zak@zax.com.au
Steve Kimmins – 0409 345 684
E: stevekimmins@bigpond.com

ACT
Nick Vasiliou – 0413 930 750
E: nick@happydays.net.au
WA
Joanne Cox
EMAIL - Jo@planetamusements.com.au
Phone 0452 418 164
COLLECTOR EDITOR
Ed Partridge - 0422 050 190
E: ed@pinball.com.au
ADMIN & FINANCE
Juanita Keegan - 0407 795 283
E: admin@namoa.com.au

QUEENSLAND
Mark Schneider
(AMOA QLD President)
Mobile 0438 113 632
E: ms@pimball.com.au
Tony Argery (NAMOA President)
Mobile: 0418 988 988:
E: tony@funhouse.com.au
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Robert Westwood – 0403 053 611�
E: robertwestwood@hotmail.com
TASMANIA
John van Aspern - 0400 430 743
E: jmasperen@bigpond.com��
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